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F I E L D 
P R O D U C T S 

Increase Performance  
Reduce Downtime

Your field’s quality is  
one of the first things  
players and coaches  
notice when arriving  
at the ballpark. That’s why  
Victory Mounds is an authorized 
national distributor of Stabilizer  
Solutions. 

Stabilizer Solutions’ patented 
technology and products stabilize 
the relationship between water 
and soil particles resulting in 
more play from natural materials.

Order your field products from 
Victory Mounds to help your  
field lead the league in quality, 
playability, and visual appeal.

Infield Mix and Field Dry Ready to Go

Victory Mounds sells a variety of premium 
Stabilizer Solutions products such as: Stabilizer,  
Ballyard Clay, infield mixes consisting of  
“Pro Red”, “Gold”, and “Ballyard”, as well as  
Warning Track Mix. Field Dry is a popular product as well.

The stabilized infield mixes are the best solution for loose  
and/or dry age-lime infield surfaces. Using patented  
Stabilizer water binding technology, the infield mix binds  
and tightens loose dirt while keeping dust down to maintain 
ideal field conditions. This helps with game day  
maintenance, and can be used as field dry in some  
circumstances. This product is also effective at filling  
lower spots and heavy wear areas such as around the  
bases. The stabilized infield mix is available in 1-ton  
sacks or 50-pound bags and stocked for the season!

Hilltopper Mound Clay = Less Work and More Time

Save valuable time and money  
working on your pitching  
mounds with Hilltopper’s  
Mound Clay. The clay has a  
patented polymer technology  
which replaces moisture  
content. Use the clay right out  
of the bag with a proprietary  
double screening process, and  
waterless eliminates the  
variability that comes with water and clay particles. 

This mound clay is used by numerous Victory Mounds customers 
and one of our most popular field products.
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